Abstract. We consider the degree-diameter problem for Cayley graphs of dihedral groups. We find upper and lower bounds on the maximum number of vertices of such a graph with diameter 2 and degree d. We completely determine the asymptotic behaviour of this class of graphs by showing that both limits are asymptotically d 2 /2.
Introduction
The degree-diameter problem seeks to determine the largest possible number n(d, k) of vertices of a graph of maximum degree d and diameter k. The survey [3] summarises current known results for the general case and also for various restricted problems where we consider only graphs of certain classes. In this paper we restrict attention to Cayley graphs of dihedral groups with diameter 2 and prove an asymptotic limit for the maximum order of such graphs.
An elementary counting argument yields an upper limit of d 2 +1 (the wellknown Moore bound) for a graph of maximum degree d and diameter 2. Thus for any family of diameter 2 graphs the largest possible asymptotic order is d 2 . When we restrict consideration to Cayley graphs, it is known [4] that there is a relatively sparse family of groups (affine groups over finite fields of characteristic 2) on which Cayley graphs can be constructed with asymptotic order d 2 . For more elementary families of groups, less is known. For example an extension of the counting argument shows that for abelian groups the largest possible asymptotic order is d 2 /2, but the best known result [2] has limit 3d 2 /8. We show that the asymptotic limit for dihedral groups is precisely d 2 /2, first by obtaining a lower bound by way of a construction involving Galois fields, and then by finding an upper bound for generalised dihedral groups by a counting argument.
We denote the dihedral group of order n by D n . We will view the usual dihedral group as an example of a generalised dihedral group G ⋊ C 2 which is a semidirect product of an abelian group G with the multiplicative group {±1} where the action on G is via its inversion automorphism. For a group G and a subset S ⊂ G which is inverse-closed and does not contain the identity in G, we define the Cayley graph Cay(G, S) to have vertex set G and an undirected edge gh if and only if gh −1 ∈ S. The graph is regular of degree d = |S|. From the definition of Cayley graphs it is immediate that Cay(G, S) has diameter at most k if and only if each element of G can be expressed as a product of no more than k elements of the generating set S.
By DC(d, k) we mean the largest number of vertices in a Cayley graph of a dihedral group having degree d and diameter k.
Results
Our first result uses a construction based on finite fields to obtain a lower bound for DC(d, 2) for certain values of d. The method is similar to constructions in [2] . We also use the well-known result that the cyclic group Z n has a diameter 2 Cayley graph with a generating set of size at most
and take a generating set consisting of {±1, ±2, . . . , ±M, ±K, ±2K, . . . , ±M K}.)
Proof. Let F be the Galois field GF (p) where p is a prime. The additive and multiplicative groups F + and F * are cyclic of coprime orders so that
where the cyclic group C 2 is thought of as the multiplicative group {±1} and acts on F + × F * by inversion. Specifically, the multiplication rule is:
The subgroup C = (1, 1, 1) is cyclic of order p and so itself has a diameter 2 Cayley graph with respect to some generating set {c i } of cardinality 2⌈ √ p⌉.
Consider now a generating set S of the full group G containing:
It suffices to show that the set S is inverse-closed and that every element of the group can be expressed as the product of at most two of these generators. If y = 1 then (x, y, 1) ∈ C and so is the product of at most two c i . Since |S| = 2(p + ⌈ √ p⌉ − 1) the result follows.
The previous result shows that lim sup
The next result shows that 1/2 is in fact also an upper bound.
Lemma 2. For any diameter 2 Cayley graph on a generalised dihedral group of order 2n, the degree d satisfies d ≥ 2 √ n − 1.
where H is an abelian group of order n and C 2 acts on H by inversion. Suppose S is an inverse-closed subset of G such that Cay(G, S) has diameter 2. Let C be the index 2 subgroup of G isomorphic to H and write S = A∪B where A ⊂ C and B ⊂ G\C. Let m 1 = |A|, m 2 = |B|. Consider how the n elements of G \ C can be expressed as a product of at most two elements in S. There are m 2 possibilities from the set B itself, then m 1 m 2 elements of the form ab where a ∈ A, b ∈ B. Since a −1 b = ba and the set A is inverse-closed the products of the form ba do not contribute any further elements. So we require: 
The bound in Lemma 2 is valid for all values of d, but as it stands Lemma 1 only holds for a restricted set of values. We can extend the result of Lemma 1 by using the ideas in [5] to obtain a lower bound valid for all values of d.
Proof. Let p be as in the statement, n = 2p(p−1) and G = D n . By Lemma 1 there is an inverse-closed subset S ⊂ G with |S| = D(p) such that Cay(G, S) has diameter 2. We can add d − D(p) involutions from G \ S to form a new inverse-closed generating set S ′ . The diameter of Cay(G, S ′ ) is still 2 and the result follows.
Using the method of [5] we may use ideas from number theory to obtain a result independent of p. Specifically, from the result in [1] it follows that for all sufficiently large D, there is some prime p in the range Then p is at least as large as the largest prime q satisfying 2(q + √ q) ≤ d. Rearranging this we find that q is the largest prime not exceeding D = 
Since we can construct a Cayley graph of degree d and diameter 2 on the dihedral group of order 2p(p − 1) by Lemma 3 the result follows.
Lemma 2 and Theorem 4 allow us to determine completely the asymptotic behaviour of DC(d, 2).
It is tempting to try to extend these results to other split extensions of abelian groups where the action is via an automorphism other than the inversion map. However the counting argument of Lemma 2 relies on the fact that in a Cayley graph Cay(G, S) the generating set S is closed under the inversion automorphism. The upper asymptotic bound d 2 /2 would not necessarily hold for other more general semidirect products of an abelian group with C 2 , although no family of such groups with a larger bound is known.
